Food and beverage
sustainable solutions for your steam system

First for Steam Solutions
Spirax Sarco offer an extensive range of solutions to the food and beverage industry, helping our customers to reduce energy costs, improve product quality and increase product throughput.

The symbols below highlight some of the many areas where we can help you to achieve and exceed your business targets.

For detailed information on each symbol/application, please see our interactive on-line version [www.spiraxsarco.com](http://www.spiraxsarco.com) or request a visit from one of our engineers.
Process applications

All drawings shown are diagrammatic representations of the process and therefore should not be referred to as 'best practice' installations.
Drying applications

All drawings shown are diagrammatic representations of the process and therefore should not be referred to as 'best practice' installations.
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Clean steam applications

All drawings shown are diagrammatic representations of the process and therefore should not be referred to as 'best practice' installations.
Condensate return

Clean steam applications

Direct steam injection for:
Bread proving, cooking, humidification, etc.
Clean steam applications

All drawings shown are diagrammatic representations of the process and therefore should not be referred to as 'best practice' installations.
Clean steam applications